
Lecture 18
Overfit, Dropout, EarlyStop, Batchnorm



Overfitting
Are you happy with 100% accuracy with train data?

Probably, YES! but...

Train accuracy: 100%
Test accuracy: 10%



Overfitting
Overfitting occurs when a model becomes overly tuned to the training data, capturing not 
only the underlying patterns but also the noise and random variations present in the data. 

Consequently, the model's performance on new and unseen data is adversely affected. 

Essentially, the model learns to recognize and incorporate the specific details of the training 
data that are irrelevant or misleading when applied to new data. 

This lack of generalization hampers the model's ability to make accurate predictions or 
classifications.



Overfitting vs Underfitting



Dropout
Now, we know that the learning is not 
unconditionally improved by just adding 
more nodes or layers.

Dropout is to randomly turn off some of 
the nodes in the hidden layer.

By randomly turning off the nodes in this 
way, it is possible to prevent learning 
from being too biased to the learning 
data.



Dropout in Pytorch





Early Stopping
Having too much iteration may cause too much variance on train data, once 
validation loss stop decreasing, stop iteration



Dr. Kim’s example

Test 
loss

Train 
loss



Padding
Remember that when you move the mask/filter and create the convolution 
layer, the size of the image decreases from the beginning.

If you want to keep the image size, Keras' padding feature makes it easy to 
handle this problem.



Padding
Padding in PyTorch refers to the technique of adding extra elements or values to the input data or 
feature maps, usually around the borders, to preserve the spatial dimensions during convolutional 
operations. Padding is commonly used to ensure that the output size matches the input size or 
to prevent information loss at the edges of an image or feature map.

(Nh - Kh + 2*Ph)/Sh + 1  x  (Nw - Kw + 2*Pw)/Sw + 1



Padding



BatchNorm2d

Batchnorm2d refers to the process of normalizing batch data during training by using their mean and 
variance. 

This technique ensures that regardless of varying data distributions within each batch, the normalization 
adjusts the distribution such that it has a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. 

This standardization is applied across all batch units to facilitate more efficient learning.

https://velog.io/@danbibibi/PyTorch-nn.BatchNorm2d


